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Dept. of ISE delivered a 3 day FDP on
Android Mobile Application Development, in
Sir. MVIT , Bangalore, from 18th to 20th
March 2022.
Android

software

development

is

the

process by which Android developers create
Android mobile apps for devices running
the Android operating system. If you are
running a business and planning to build
your business app to get more users to your
services,

then

hire

Android

mobile

app

development company like Visions in India
to find custom and scalable application
development services.

The workforce in IT has changed over
time

as

technology

expertise

spread

knowledge
beyond

and
IT

departments and is now distributed
throughout the business. All of these
changes have a direct impact on the
role

of

IT

in

a

modern

business.

Keeping this as a reference, Dept. of
ISE

conducted

a

webinar

on

'The

changing role of IT-Enabling business
transformation'
Chowdhary,

by

Mr.

Consultant,

Anil
BITES,

Kant
on

March 23rd 2022. It was coordinated by
Dr. Shanthi Mahesh. HoD, ISE
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SMART NOTE TAKER
The smart note taker is an amazing product and it is satisfying the users with its
amazing qualities, this product can be utilized in many ways. The smart note taker
furnishes the user by aiding them in taking the fast and simple to the busiest people.
Now, let us know that how it is going to help the people when they are busy with their
schedule, whenever a person is busy and need to write something then he/she can
write it on the air and it will be saved in the memory pen, later we can read the
written data by connecting it to a digital device. Well this feature of the product
makes it amazing, saves the time of the people by aiding them with the handwritten
notes and this product very quickly changes the handwritten notes into the edible
text, it avails the java applet applied science.
The smart note taker is a better and helpful product for the blinds and also for the
people who exchange the information through the phone by talking over a large
distance because they may want or get the need of using the images, figures, or text
which helps them to understand better.
The smart note taker is a very useful product for the instructors in presentations
because the instructor may want to use the board to draw the figures for better
understanding, the figures drawn by the smart note taker will be directly transmitted
to the server computer in the room and the server computer broadcast the data to all
the systems in the room through the network.
So, in this way, a smart note taker plays an important role in making the presentations
very effective and this product seems to be simple but very powerful. Along with this,
the product has the ability to sense the shape and motion of the 3D objects that the
user draws. The data that has the sense with further operations sent to the memory
card and then it will be displayed on the screen; even it can be broadcasted and can be
sent to any device.
A Feature of Smart Note Taker:
The smart note taker converts the handwritten notes into the editable text.
This device is very helpful for the blind people.
It plays a vital role where two people exchange the information over the phone by
providing the feature of using images and text that aids the communication.
It identifies nearly twenty-two languages and also very helpful for the people to
give the presentations.
Overview of the System:
1. Construction: The java applet program suits best for the drawing of figures and
strings, the java code is developed and installed in the pen as it needs to draw the
figures and write the text.
2. Applet: Java is a high-level language and applet is a function of java, in simple
words it is like a file that has the collection of programs of java.
3. Database: The database installed in the pen aids in identifying the different words
that we write it in the air.
4. Working: The smart note taker is a device that is simple but powerful, it has the
feature of recognizing the words or messages written on the air and it stores it and
even transmits it if required. It even has the feature of recognizing the motion of
3D objects and even paints the images on the display screen if needed.
Technical Requirements:
In order to meet the technical requirements of the smart note taker, we need the
following:
An operating system
A software program that transforms the information into the text format or string
format
A display screen
A parallel cable
An analog to digital converter
A switch
A rechargeable battery

HOW TO BUILD SECURE SOFTWARE WITH
ANGULAR JS

Mrs. Asma Begum
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The Contrast Security study found that 90% of applications aren’t tested for
vulnerabilities in development and QA. More often, these vulnerabilities are
overlooked during the production process. This illustrates why application
development frameworks should be secure.
AngularJS, an open-source JavaScript front-end framework, is available for all
developers and makes a good choice for web development. It allows developers to
decouple HTML templates and provides convenient data-binding options on the client
side. This makes development easier. It has some security features, such as automatic
output encoding and strict contextual escaping. However, it also has an in-built
content safety policy (CSP). These issues need to be addressed.
AngularJS security is a foundation for application security. Therefore, it is vital to
prioritize and work on AngularJS security. Surprisingly, only 43% of developers said
they use secure coding practices compared to 55% of managers. However, 79% agreed
that specific code is becoming more critical. This leaves a lot of room to understand
and implement best practices in application security, especially from an AngularJS
standpoint.
AngularJS uses inline styles that attackers can bypass easily using custom injected
content. Common areas that are particularly vulnerable include Cross-site scripting
(XSS), prototype contamination, Denial of Service, DoS, Clickjacking and unsafe object
deserialization, Protection bypass, arbitrary script injection, and dangerous command
execution.
Attackers can control templates by:
Generating templates from the server with user-provided content.
Generating expression using user-provided information in calls to specific methods
calls to services that parse expressions or as a predicate for orderBy
Sandbox, a virtual machine that executes potentially dangerous software code with
no impact on local applications, is not helpful here. For example, an AngularJS
expression cannot evaluate unsafe expressions. Furthermore, the sandbox prevents
access to the Function constructor, window object and DOM elements, global
variables and the Object constructor. As a result, an attacker can only execute an
existing function, display/modify data from a scope variable or perform a
mathematical function. This dramatically reduces the attack’s impact. However,
this is not enough as an attacker could break into the sandbox to execute malicious
JavaScript within the HTML pages. Therefore, a sandbox is not sufficient for
AngularJS Security.
What is the Future of AngularJS Security?
Human intervention to monitor incoming traffic is not an option when so many
applications are being developed rapidly. Runtime Application Self-Protection is here
to help. RASP intercepts all calls to an application and checks for malwares and
threats, unlike general-purpose firewalls and Web Application Firewalls that block all
suspicious traffic but only look at the perimeter. Furthermore, it integrates with the
application so it can protect the application from known vulnerabilities and protect it
against unknown attacks.
Angular considers all values untrusted by default to prevent XSS bugs. Angular will
remove untrusted values from the DOM when a deal is inserted using a template
binding or interpolation. If a value has been sanitized by Angular and is safe to use,
notify Angular by marking it as trusted.
Angular templates can render values that are different from the ones you have
entered. Therefore, they should be treated as executable codes. Never combine user
input with template syntax to create templates. This would allow attackers to inject
arbitrary code into your application. These vulnerabilities can be prevented by using
the default AOT compiler for production deployments.

VISION
TO DEVELOP COMPETENT PROFESSIONALS WITH STRONG
FUNDAMENTALS
IN
INFORMATION
SCIENCE
AND
ENGINEERING, INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH AND ETHICAL
VALUES FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE SOCIETY.

MISSION
M1 - TO ESTABLISH A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEARNING
AMBIENCE WITH GOOD INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES TO
IMPART KNOWLEDGE AND THE NECESSARY SKILL SET TO
PRODUCE COMPETENT PROFESSIONALS.
M2 - TO CREATE A NEW GENERATION OF ENGINEERS WHO
EXCEL IN THEIR CAREER WITH LEADERSHIP/ENTREPRENEUR
QUALITIES.
M3 - TO PROMOTE SUSTAINED RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
WITH AN EMPHASIS ON ETHICAL VALUES.
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EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM(PEO)
PEO1: TO EXPERTISE IN PROBLEM ANALYSIS, SOLVING,
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND NECESSARY INFORMATION TO
MEET TECHNICAL AND MANAGERIAL CHALLENGES.
PEO2:
TO
PURSUE
INTERDISCIPLINARY
RESEARCH
AND
HIGHER STUDIES WITH PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE ENRICHED
WITH ACADEMICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SKILLS.
PEO 3: TO EXCEL IN COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT TOWARDS
LEADERSHIP AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING FOR A SUCCESSFUL
PROFESSIONAL CAREER.
PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO)
PSO1: ABLE TO FIND THE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS USING
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES BY APPLYING THE SUITABLE
DATA AND FILE STRUCTURES CONCEPT AND OBTAIN OPTIMAL
PERFORMANCE
THROUGH
DESIGN
AND
ANALYSIS
OF
ALGORITHMS.
PSO2: ABLE TO WORK ON THE RECENT TECHNOLOGIES BY
MANAGING AND ORGANIZING THE PROCESSED DATA FOR
NEW GROWTH OF OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRIES
EXPLORING WEB DESIGNING AND SIMULATING THE REAL
WORLD PROBLEMS.
PSO3: ABLE TO APPLY THE PRINCIPLES OF SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING TO DEVELOP COMPUTATIONAL MODELS UNDER
REALISTIC
CONSTRAINTS
AND
ABILITY
TO
PROVIDE
SOLUTIONS BASED ON THE EXPERTISE IN NETWORKING,
DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP TO THE
VARIOUS NEEDS.
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